
Big Ideas

linear functions

systems of equations *graph linear functions

quadratics *write, graph and solve systems of equations

exponents solve using quadratic formula and factoring

direct/inverse variations *graph quadratics

slope as rate of change use the rules of exponents to simplify expressions

solving equations

inequalities

unit analysis

transformations

real number classification *solve one variable equations

absolute value expressions solve and graph inequalities with one variable

simplify expressions containing absolute value

angles

arcs find arc measures

chords

tangents

coordinate plane determine the measure of an inscribed angles

properties express pi as a ratio of parts of a circle

pi use pi to solve problems

secants determine the measure of central angles

parallel lines cut by transversal

linear pair

complementary angles

supplementary angles

distance and midpoint

special right triangles

right triangle trigonometry

pythagorean theorem/distance formula *use properties of similar triangles to solve problems

pythagorean triples solve and apply right triangles 

simplifying radicals use special right triangle ratios to solve problems

similar triangles

triangle inequality theorem

polygons

prisms and pyramids find volumes of various 3D figures

cylinders and cones solve problems involving area, volume, and surface area

spheres use nets to find surface area

nets

Essentials of Geometry Curriculum Map
Essential Questions Concepts Skills

How can the skills of Algebra be used to 

solve geometric problems?

*write the equation of a line 

*model real world problems with linear and quadratic functions

*solve and model direct and inverse variation problems

convert between various units of measurement

perform transformations on the coordinate plane

classify real numbers

Embedded Algebra 

Topics

*model rates of change using slope 

recognize chords, tangents and secants and parts of circle

determine the measurements and relationships of all angles created by parallel lines 

cut by transversal

Circles
How can you apply the properties of 

circles to solve problems?

Lines and Angles
How do you determine angle 

measurements?

determine the measurements and relationships of all angles created by intersecting 

lines

find angle measures using complementary and supplementary relationships

determine the distance and midpoint of line segments

Area/Volume
How can you apply the properties of 

various figures to find area and volume?

use triangle properties to determine reasonableness of answers

Triangles
How can you apply the properties of 

triangles to solve problems?

*apply the pythagorean theorem

*classify triangles based on sides and angles


